
Cor.'Vinental Exploration Limite'

To: -

Gentlemen:

This report covers the electrical resistivity survey 

and some magnetic profiling over the nine claims surrounding 

the Greenoaks property in Pifher and Elmhirst Townships, 

District of Thunder Bay, Port Arthur Mining Division, Ontario.

The surveys were conducted by Geo-Technical Develop 

ment Company Limited during the period November 2nd to 

December lith, 1953* The results are shown on the accompanying 

Plan No. 2. 

Summary and Recommendati ons

Several linear lows are believed to represent fracture 

zones or shear zones. The continuations of the "C", "B" and 

"H" zones from the Greenoaks property are expressed on the 

newly-staked claims as shown on Plan No. 2. Five additional 

zones, "I", "J", "K", "L" and "M", warrant further investiga 

tion.

The "M" zone is a broad low in the north-west section. 

It may represent an area of widespread fracturing and mineral 

ization. Drilling is recommended on the "I", "C"-"J" and "M" 

zones. Detailed geologizing and prospecting is recommended on 

these and other zones after the break-up. 

Property, Location, Accessibility

The property consists of nine claims adjoining the 

Greenoaks property on the west and north-east. The claim
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numbers are as follows:

TB 14.7118 - TB !|7126 inclusive

The property lies near Little Crooked Green Lake 

about L|4g- miles north of the Sturgeon River Gold Mines. Access 

is made by the recently constructed gravel road which leads 

from the Trans-Canada Highway, west of Nezah, to the Onaman 

area. This road crosses the west claims of the property. 

Explanation of Resistivity Method

The method used by Geo-Technical Development Company 

Limited is a form of the early resistivity methods modified by 

some seven consecutive years experience in the field.

In essence, a known current is put into the ground 

and readings are taken at 50 foot intervals along the picket 

lines by sensitive vacuum tube voltmeters measuring the voltage 

drop across this interval. Calculations translate these 

voltage readings into resistance values in terms of ohm- 

centimeters. These are plotted on the map.

Due to the inhomogeneity of the medium being examined, 

in short, the complexity of the geology and structure, inter 

pretations are based on experience and a knowledge of the 

geological conditions in the area being tested with this 

particular method. Where the latter are unknown, the inter 

pretation must, of necessity, be limited or very tentative.

However, without any geological information it is 

generally possible to differentiate between banded rocks such
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as volcanics, sediments or gneiss and large bodies of massive 

intrusives, due to the difference of electrical conductivity 

between the various flows or beds. Strike trends, folding, 

etc., are therefore readily picked up. In some cases, rock 

contacts may be inferred.

Shear or fracture zones are relatively better con 

ductors due to their higher water content. Where extreme low 

resistivity values are found, graphite or sulphides are 

indicated. Graphite is found in schist or shear zones or 

sedimentary horizons, which are shown by electrical methods 

as, generally, narrow low linear trends. Unfortunately, from 

the point of view of interpretation, sulphides may be present 

with the graphite or may occur in shear zones giving similar 

low linears. 

Geophysical Results

As with the adjoining Greenoaks, the property has a 

general high electrical resistance. This condition is believed 

to indicate widespread Intrusives either at surface or at 

shallow depths.

Several shear or fracture zones are indicated. Some 

are extensions of zones found previously on the Greenoaks 

property, such as the "G", "B" and "H". Preliminary drilling 

on the Greenoaks property has found the "C" and "B" zones to 

be areas of fracturing, shearing and alteration, with minor 

amounts of mineral. It is doubtful, therefore, whether most
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of the zones on the Continental ground carry appreciable 

amounts of mineralization so as to be considered potential 

base metal bodies. One possible exception is the "M" zone.

Nevertheless, from a standpoint of gold mineraliza 

tion, these fracture or shear zones, and the adjacent wall- 

rock, have possibilities. On the Greenoaks property the 

north-westerly trend of certain of the porphyry contacts was 

noted and the relationship of the known gold showing to this 

structure was emphasized. On the present group a similar 

north-westerly pattern of shear zones is apparent on claim 

T.B.lj.7120. Zones "J" and "K" and the split west end of the 

"C" zone indicate a set of conditions somewhat similar to the 

"A" - "A-l", "B" and "D" zones. Unfortunately the surface 

geology of the claims is not known so that it is impossible 

to tell at this time whether the "J" and "K" zones are related 

to another north-westerly striking porphyry intrusive. 

Individually they differ in strike from the "A", "B" and "D" 

zones. A drill hole is recommended to probe the south-west 

extension of the "C" zone and the "J" zone.

The "L" zone is of interest in that it has an 

east-south-east strike similar to the Main Showing on the 

Greenoaks property. Prospecting is recommended for this zone.

In the north-west section a very broad uniform low, 

"MH , is found. Values run as low as 7 x 10 ohm-centimeters.
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In most areas of volcanics and sediments with deep-seated 

intrusives this scale of resistance would be more normal, 

representing a slightly better conducting rock type. In its 

present location in a muskeg area, it would appear tfo represent 

an area of deep overburden rather than an area of widespread 

fracturing and mineralization but for two important features. 

(1) The abrupt contact of this low on the south side across 

Linea 30W, 2?W arid 21+W, and (2) a difference of 200 gammas 

found within the zone by magnetic profiling. The first feature 

might represent a subsurface fault-scarp, a part of the "H" 

zone as suggested on the map, but if the rocks to the north 

had such deep overburden as to mask the strike trend, the 

magnetic picture would be monotonously uniform also. However, 

with one or two exceptions, the magnetic values are more 

variable and have greater differences than do the values over 

the "C", "J" and "K" areas which lie in outcrop areas.

From a structural point of view the "M" zone lies 

athwart the strike of the main north-westerly porphyry on the 

G-reenoaks property. The writer believes there is a good 

possibility that the zone is an area of fracturing and 

possibly mineralization. A short vertical hole is reco-rnmended 

near the ce.ntre of the zone.  ,* .,i
In the eastern group of four claims, the extensions 

of the "C" 1 and "3" zones are indicated. Since both of these 

zones have been tested on the Greenoaks property, a third zone 

"I", warrants closer attention. It is a squat good conductor 

south of the "C" zone possibly related to a fold. A drill hole 

is recommended.
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Survey Data

An elect, leal resistivity survey and a small amount 

of magnetic profiling was conducted over your nine claitf group" 

located in Elmhirst and Pifher Townships, Thunder Bay District, 

Ontario. The claims are numbered

T.B.ij.7118 - T.B.V7122 in Pifher Townahirj ; ' 
T.D. V7123 - TB. i;7126 in Elmhirst Township

The survey was conducted by Geo-Technical Develop- 

Iment Cbmpany Limited during the period November 2nd to "' 

December lith, 1953. The results of the surveying are shown 

on Plan No. 2 accompanying this report.

. The base line in the^Hes.terly Cairns was continued 
"•\ \ t k  "* i 
south from the base line previously es|, ^Jhftp on the

adjoining Greenoaks property f^pro^^y ?9 degrees north-

in a nor e e . a ste*!-?, claims a short base line

 vals were t'. ;h-eas1 direction. Picket lines at
(\*

t th direct!' arned of i normal to these base-lines 

^ctrical resist;, s ^

/als and are plotted,^ readings were taken at !?0
 ' ' li ! k 5 f the picket ^.ines|i . , Q onm. centimeters x 104" to

were taken at iOO f* gn own by contour liters. Magnetic 

GO the west of the pi jot intervals and are plotted in

A total of 13- 8 ^.c^cet line,s, shown by profile^ lines. 

t g and L}..21; miles ' iies of electrical resistivity

jf magnetic profiling was required
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to cover the nine claim group.

The number of eight-hour man-days required to complete 

this work is as follows:

Line cutting Se chaining

Laying spread wire

Operating resistivity survey

Operating magnetic survey

Calculation Se, Interpretation

Drafting

Office typing Se Supervision

Total

(8 Hour) Attributable to 
Man Days Assessment Work

1*4*

10 x

83 x

24 x

4 x

8 x

-Jt*

177

4
4
4

4
4

4

4

176

40

332

96

16

32

16

708

Respectfully submitted, 

GEO-TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

S. V. Burr, 
Geologist

Toronto, Ontario 
January 18,
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